
Knowlarity is the pioneer of Cloud Business Communication Solutions and has been
leading the market of Voice Cloud Communication Solutions since over a decade.
Apart from Cloud Telephony, we have ventured into Video, Messaging (Whatsapp
Business API) and AI (Speech Analytics and Bots) and continue to expand our
offerings.

Knowlarity is currently serving over 6000+ customers across more than 65 countries,
thus establishing a global presence. Here at Knowlarity, we are working in the direction
of simplifying business communication through our offerings to equip businesses for
enhanced customer engagement and agent productivity resulting in a comprehensive
growth.

We are currently handling approximately 12 million calls per day with a noteworthy
99.99% Uptime. We will help you redefine your customer experience, visible through
metrics like Sales Productivity, NPS, C-SAT,etc. Our 24x7 support ensures quick and
instant resolution of your queries.

Helping MSME start their business

With our extensive clientele, we are now looking to dedicatedly support MSMEs. This
programme has been designed to empower the MSMEs, helping them expand their
business operations with an in-depth guidance of a committed Account Manager and
helpline.

We’re in the business of Customer Interaction Management, handled through voice
and text solutions, where all incoming and outgoing interactions are tracked and
recorded. By deploying our solutions, businesses can respond to customer calls within
seconds and never miss a single one.

● - Click to Call Services: With a click-to-call widget, you can connect a call
between the agents and students by a single tap right from the website or the
app.

● - Distributed Call Center: Our inbound and outbound cloud call centers
help you capture 100% of all interactions. An agent can accept or make a call
from anywhere, anytime.

● - Virtual Numbers: Run multiple marketing campaigns by assigning
different numbers and track individual ROI.

● - Number Masking Solutions: Mask personal contact numbers of
students and agents, connect calls via virtual numbers

● - Outbound Calls and SMS: Provide automated and personalized



updates to students related to new courses, fee reminders, loan schemes, and
much more using text-to-speech and outbound calls or messages.

●
● Our other solutions to enhance customer experience:
●
● - Automatic Speech Recognition - Monitor calls for previously entered

keywords and sentiment analysis. Get customized reports and understand your
students better.

● - Missed Call Solutions - Get instant feedback from students, without
charging them a penny.

● - CRM Integration - Easily integrate our solutions with your CRM solution
● - Data Insights - Get actionable insights to strategize better
● - Multi-level IVR Solutions: Give a single number to all your students and

help them easily navigate to reach different departments.
●


